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1 Preface

1.1 Purpose
This solution presents ITM V6.x enhanced comprehensive workspaces in a custom navigator view for 
OMEGAMON XE for Messaging V7.

OMEGAMON XE for Messaging V7 delivers a lot of useful workspaces with very detailed information 
on a single WebSphere MQ server. This solution presents a complete new approach to navigate to the 
details of a single MQ resources. The inspection of single objects is more context driven and spans 
WebSphere MQ server bounds.

The structure of the new navigator is inherited from the original product,  so that the user will  feel 
comfortable with the solution.  When installed, situations are associated to the new navigation tree.

This solution should highlight the capabilities of the ITM V6 infrastructure and the power of using ITM 
navigator views in a production environment to identify potential upcoming problems in WebSphere 
MQ infrastructures.

The linking capability enables the users to follow the path of the message flows across system borders 
and get a more comprehensive view of the entire object chain making up the communication path in 
WebSphere MQ. It enables users to quickly identify the root cause of message flow problems.

1.2 The Author
Detlef Wolf  is an IBM Certified IT Specialist for IBM Tivoli System Automation, working for the Tivoli 
Technical  Sales  team with  focus  on  for  the  ITCAM product  portfolio.  He  has  about  20  years  of 
experience in the IT industry. Starting in an application development department in the medical care 
industry, he became a System Programmer for z/OS in an insurance company. In 2000 he joined 
Candle and focused on IBM WebSphere® products, and the management of these systems. Since 
2004 he has been a part of the IBM team in Germany, working together with major financial services 
clients on deploying IBM Tivoli products in their environment. He holds a Graduate Engineer Degree in 
Computer Science from the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg.
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2 Conventions

• Queries:

All used queries in the workspaces under the new navigator have been self-defined (inherited 
from the product provided queries)

The queries have the prefix DW.

• Navigator name:

The navigator name starts with the prefix DWMQ

• Navigator item names

All navigator item names start with the prefix DWMQ

• Workspace names

All workspace names start with the prefix DWMQ

• Link names

All defined links have the prefix DWMQ in their names.
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3 The Navigator DWMQ WebSphere MQ
The standard MQ monitoring navigator  in OMEGAMON XE for  Messaging V7 lacks  the ability to 
display information across WebSphere MQ queue manager boundaries. This is because one agent for 
OMEGAMON XE for Messaging can only monitor the queue manager it is dedicated to. The IBM Tivoli 
Monitoring (ITM) infrastructure enables users to cross these boundaries by creating Logical Views.

Since Version 6.2.1 of ITM a new feature enables users to export and import navigators from ITM and 
to share these navigators across ITM infrastructures. This new feature is used, to share the on hand 
WebSphere MQ solution.

The new navigator is inherited from the original WebSphere MQ navigator sub-tree known from the 
Physical View in ITM.

Illustration 1: Navigator Setup

Almost  all  navigator  items  from the  Physical  View are  also available  in  the new created  DWMQ 
WebSphere MQ Summary navigator.

While on the left side only one managed system (here: queue manager MQWS01_1) is reporting data, 
on the right side, all connected managed system  of type WebSphere MQ are reporting.
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Illustration 2: Managed system assignment change

The managed system list “*MVS_MQM” represents all agents (and its instances from z/OS) reporting 
to the actual ITM infrastructure.

To limit the number of reporting agents, exchange the managed system list assignment, using your 
own management system list. Details about creating and managing system list may be found in the 
ITM User's Guide.

Warning:
In large enterprises, the *MVS_MQM Managed Systems List may contain many MQ systems.   If the 
number of managed systems is large you will encounter performance problems.    When using this 
solution, create your own Managed Systems Lists and assign a limited number of MQ managed 
systems to each Managed Systems List.  
We recommend that you perform load testing in your environment prior to putting the solution into 
production.   This will  allow you to build Managed Systems Lists with the appropriate number of 
managed systems while achieving the performance characteristics you desire.

The new assignment of managed systems enables now a comprehensive view on your entire MQ 
environment.
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Illustration 3: The new view to WebSphere MQ
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4 The Navigator Items and Workspaces

4.1 Navigator Item DWMQ WebSphere MQ Summary
This is the root item of the new navigator. It has only one workspace attached, having the same name.

Illustration 4: Workspace DWMQ WebSphere MQ Summary

It has two table views:

• Situation Event Console

In the upper right  frame the currently active  situations are displayed.  This  Situation Event 
Console shows only situations active in the navigation tree displayed on the left site.

• Queue Manager Status Overview

In the lower area the status of all reporting queue managers is shown. The following links have 
been defined:

Illustration 5: Links for queue managers
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◦ DWMQ Queue Manager Parameters

This link will guide to the selected queue manager's parameters on workspace  DWMQ 
Queue Manager Parameters

◦ DWMQ Listener Status

Direct link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Listener Status, limiting the output of 
listener status information to the selected queue manager

◦ DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Status for QMgr …

Displays the Dead-Letter queue status summary for the selected queue manager using the 
workspace DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Status Summary

◦ DWMQ Error Log Summary for QMgr …

Link to the workspace  DWMQ Error Log Summary,  limiting the output to the selected 
queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Queue Statistics Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  Queue  Statistics  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  Queue  Definition  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Channel Performance Summary for QMgr …

Link to the workspace DWMQ Channel Performance Summary, limiting the output to the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Channel Definition Summary for QMgr …

Link  to the workspace  DWMQ Channel Definition Summary,  limiting the output to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ MQSeries Event Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  MQSeries  Event  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Linux OS Agent

Link to the root navigator item of the Linux OS agent in the Physical ITM navigator for the 
hosting system.

The following thresholds apply to the table:
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4.2 Navigator Item DWMQ Channel Definition Summary
This Navigator Item has two workspaces.

Illustration 6: Available workspaces

The  default  workspace  is  the  one  with  same  name as  the  navigator  item.  The  other  one  is  for 
displaying channel definition details.

4.2.1 Workspace DWMQ Channel Definition Summary
This  workspace  displays  an  overview of  all  channel  definitions  in  the  reporting  WebSphere  MQ 
environment.

Illustration 7: The workspace DWMQ Channel Definition Summary

The workspace consists of two table views:

• Reporting Queue Managers

This table displays the channel summary overview from the queue manager perspective. The 
list of the queue manager indicates the number of potential reporters for the second table (see 
below).
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By using the provided context sensitive link on one of the table lines you can limit the output in 
the second table (“Channel Definitions”).

• Channel Definitions

In this table all channel definition abstracts in the entire MQ network are displayed (except a 
limitation has been set,  by using one of  the provided links – from this workspace or from 
another workspace). To get more details about one specific link, please use the provided link 
“DWMQ Channel Details”.

The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:
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4.2.2 Workspace DWMQ Channel Definition Details
This workspace should only be used as a target link from another workspace.

Warning:
Navigating  to  this  workspace  directly,  without  required  context  information  (Channel  Name and 
Queue Manager Name) will  lead to  extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ 
hosting system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because definition details for all channels 
in the entire WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

Below there is an example of that workspace, displaying detailed information for a sender channel.

Illustration 8: Workspace DWMQ Channel Definition Detail

Each single parameter for the selected channel is displayed.

For  a view parameters,  additional information is available.  The provided link  will  guide you to the 
required  information.  In  this  sample,  the  transmission  queue parameter  is  highlighted  with  a  link 
symbol.

This link will guide to the workspace DWMQ Queue Status for the named transmission queue (here: 
MQWS01_2).
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4.3 Navigator Item Channel Performance Summary
This Navigator Item has two workspaces.

Illustration 9: Available workspaces

The default workspace is the one with same name as the navigator item, named “DWMQ Channel 
Performance  Summary”.  The  other  one  is  presenting  a  comprehensive  view on  Sender/Receiver 
Channels and the involved objects.

4.3.1 Workspace DWMQ Channel Performance Summary
This workspace delivers a status overview for all channels in all reporting queue managers.

Illustration 10: Workspace DWMQ Channel Performance Summary

The workspace consists of two table views and one bar chart:

• Reporting Queue Managers (Table View)

This table displays the channel summary overview from the queue manager perspective. The 
list of the queue manager indicates the number of potential reporters for the other table and 
the bar chart (see below).
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By using the provided context sensitive link on one of the table lines you can limit the output in 
the other views.

• Channel Statistics

In this table channel statistics details from all channels in the entire MQ network are displayed 
(except a limitation has been set, by using one of the provided links – from this workspace or 
from another workspace). The provided links present more specific information on a single 
channel:

◦ DWMQ Channel Pair Display:

For sender/receiver channels the sending and receiving part of the channel are displayed. 
The link is enable for channels of type SDR and RCVR only. The link points to the current 
workspace, simply limiting the output to the selected channel pair.

◦ DWMQ Send/Receive Channel Overview

For  sender  channels  the  sending  and  receiving  part  of  the  channel  are  displayed. 
Additionally  the  referenced  transmission  queue  and  the  Dead-Letter  Queue  on  the 
receiving systems are displayed. The link  is enable for  channels  of  type SDR only. A 
detailed description of the target workspace  DWMQ Send/Receive Channel Overview is 
given below.

◦ DWMQ Queue Manager Listener Status

Display the listener status for the selected channel's queue manager using the workspace 
DWMQ Queue Manager Listener Overview. This link is always enabled.

◦ DWMQ Transmission Queue Status

Link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Status to display the status details on the channel's 
referenced  transmission  queue.  This  link  is  only  available  for  channels  referencing  a 
transmission queue.

◦ DWMQ Channel Definition Details

This is a reference to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details. The link is always 
enabled.
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The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:

• Transmission Rate (Bar Chart)

Displays the transmission rate on channels, where the transmission rate is greater than zero.
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4.3.2 Workspace Send/Receive Channel Overview
This workspace gives a comprehensive overview of the selected sender/receiver channel pair and its 
related queue objects.

Illustration 11: Workspace Send/Receive Channel Overview

The workspace is composed out of six sensors.

• Transmission Rate (Bar Chart)

The data transfer rate in kilobytes for the channel stub per queue manager.

• Bytes Sent/Received in Interval (Bar Chart)

The data transfer per direction and channel stub per queue manager.

• Transmission Queue (Bar Chart)

Usage of the transmission queue.

By using the second mouse button inside the bar chart, a direct link to the transmission queue 
status is available.

The link will guide to the workspace DWMQ Queue Status.
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• Dead-Letter Queue on Target System (Bar Chart)

Usage of the Dead-Letter Queue on the target system.

The bar chart  context  sensitive available link  DWMQ Dead-Letter Queue Status will  guide 
directly to the workspace  DWMQ Queue Status and display the status of  the Dead-Letter 
queue.

• Channel Statistics (Table View)

In this table channel statistics details for the sender and receiver part of the selected channel 
from the two involved queue managers are displayed.

The  provided  link  on  the  table  rows  will  guide  back  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  Channel 
Performance Summary, limiting the channel selection to the current scope.

The following thresholds are defined for that table:

• Transmission Queue Statistics (Table View)

In  this  table,  usually  only  one  row  is  displayed,  the  detailed  queue  statistics  for  the 
transmission queue.

The link will guide to the workspace DWMQ Queue Status.
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The following thresholds are define for that table:
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4.4 Navigator Item DWMQ Cluster Queue Manager 
Summary

This navigator item has only one workspace, having the same name.

Illustration 12: Workspace DWMQ Cluster Queue Manager Summary

The workspace gives an overview all defined clusters and the used cluster channels.

• Queue Managers with Cluster Usage (Bar Chart)

The bar chart displays the number of cluster channels existing on each queue manager.

• Cluster Queue Manager Channels (Table View)

This table lists all currently defined cluster channels across all queue manager.

The provided link “DWMQ Queues in Cluster” displays all queues defined within the selected 
cluster.

The link redirects the user to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Summary.
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4.5 Navigator  Item  DWMQ  Dead-Letter  Queue  Messages 
Summary

4.5.1 Workspace DWMQ Dead-Letter Queue Messages Summary
The workspace gives an overview of the usage of the Dead-Letter queues for all queue managers.

Illustration 13: Workspace DWMQ Dead-Letter Queue Messages Summary

The workspace contains two views:

• Dead Letter Queue Filling (Bar Chart)

The chart shows the maximum queue depth compared to the current queue depth for each 
queue manager.

• Dead Letter Queue Summary for All Reporting Queue Manager (Table View)

The tables displays all reporting queue manager's status in details.

The following link is defined for the table entries:

The link is available only for those table rows, where the current Dead-Letter Queue depth is 
greater than zero. The link will guide to the workspace DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Messages
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The following thresholds have been defined for the table:
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4.5.2 Workspace DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Messages
This workspace displays all current messages on a selected Dead-Letter queue on a single queue 
manager.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Name and Queue 
Manager Name) will  lead to extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting 
system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because messages from all Dead-Letter queues 
in the entire WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

Illustration 14: Workspace DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Messages

• Dead-Letter Queue Filling (Bar Chart)

This bar chart shows the current queue depth compared to the maximum queue depth of the 
Dead-Letter queue

• Dead-Letter Queue Analysis (Table View)

In this table all current messages on the Dead-Letter Queue are displayed, each message in a 
single  row.  The  attributes  displayed,  are  parts  of  the  Dead-Letter  queue  header  and  the 
message header. The reason code describes, why the message was put onto the Dead-Letter 
queue.

The provided links may be used, to lead to a better understanding of the misbehavior:
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◦ Link DWMQ Destination Queue Status

This link is intended to help to analyze the reason why the message was not put onto the 
target  queue.  Who  is  the  queue  doing?  Which  readers  are  consuming  the  arriving 
messages?

The target workspace is DWMQ Queue Status.

◦ Link DWMQ Message Details

This link will guide to the workspace DWMQ Queue Message Details to display the queue 
message descriptor and content. This might help to understand how to proceed with the 
message delivery, after the message has been put onto the Dead-Letter queue.
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4.6 Navigator Item DWMQ Error Log Summary
This navigator item has only one workspace, having the same name.

Illustration 15: Workspace DWMQ Error Log Summary

This workspace gives a consolidated view on the WebSphere MQ error logs across all reporting queue 
manager. This helps to quickly identify reasons for a misbehaving MQ transaction.

• Reporting queue manager (Table View)

This  table shows the status of  all  reporting queue managers.  The following link  has been 
defined:

The link will recursively call this workspace, limiting the error log entries to the selected queue 
manager.
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The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:

• Error Log (Table View)

The table contains error message from all WebSphere MQ queue managers reporting to that 
infrastructure.

The  provided  links  should  be  used  with  care,  because  the  context  of  the  table  column 
“Involved Object” is not always clear, so that the links are always enabled, regardless the objet 
type.

◦ DWMQ Channel Status

If  the involved object  is  a channel,  use this link  to get  to workspace  DWMQ Channel 
Performance Summary to see the channel status details. From there, inspect the channel 
definition, if required.

◦ DWMQ Queue Status

If the involved object is a queue, this link will guide to the queue status display. From that 
point, you may take a closer look onto the queue definition attributes, queue messages 
and so on. The workspace DWMQ Queue Status is used.
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The following thresholds have been defined for that table:

The highlighting shows only a few message codes, indicating a remarkable error condition in 
WebSphere MQ. Additionally messages may be picked from the WebSphere MQ messages 
and codes guide, to be set as a threshold.
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4.7 Navigator Item DWMQ MQSeries Event Summary
This navigator item has only one workspace, having the same name.

Illustration 16: Workspace DWMQ MQSeries Event Summary

The workspace gives you a comprehensive overview of all WebSphere MQ events across all reporting 
queue manager.

• Reporting queue manager (Table View)

This  table shows the status of  all  reporting queue managers.  The following link  has been 
defined:

The link will recursively call this workspace, limiting the event entries to the selected queue 
manager.
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The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:

• WebSphere MQ Events (Table View)

This table displays all currently existing events from all reporting queue managers.
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4.8 Navigator Item DWMQ Queue Definition Summary
This navigator item has two workspaces.

Illustration 17: Available workspaces

The default workspace is the one with same name as the navigator item, named “DWMQ Queue 
Definition Summary”. The other one is presenting detailed information for a selected Queue Definition.
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4.8.1 Workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Summary
The  workspace  delivers  a  comprehensive  overview  of  all  queue  definitions  from  all  reporting 
WebSphere MQ queue managers.

Illustration 18: Workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Summary

The workspace consists of two table views:

• Reporting Queue Managers (Table View)

This table displays the queue summary overview from the queue manager perspective. The 
list of the queue managers indicates the number of potential reporters for the second table.

The following link has been defined:

The link will recursively call this workspace, limiting the queue entries to the selected queue 
manager.
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• Defined Queue Objects (Table View)

In this table all queue definition abstracts in the entire MQ network are displayed (except a 
limitation has been set, by using one of the provided links – from this or another workspace). 
To get more details about one specific queue, please use the provided links:

◦ DWMQ Target Queue Status

Displays the queue status for the target queue of the selected remote queue definition, 
using the workspace DWMQ Queue Status.

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Details

Displays  the  queue  definition  details,  using  the  workspace  DWMQ  Queue  Definition 
Details

◦ DWMQ Channel Using this XmitQ

If the queue is marked as a transmission queue, the enabled link will display the channel 
performance data, using the workspace DWMQ Channel Performance Summary

◦ DWMQ Queues Using This Queue As Target

The link will guide to the current workspace to display all queues using the selected queue 
as their target.

◦ DWMQ Queue Status

Displays the queue status for the selected queue, using the workspace  DWMQ Queue 
Status

The following thresholds have been set for this table:
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4.8.2 Workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details
This workspace should only be used as a link target from another workspace.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Name and Queue 
Manager Name) will  lead to extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting 
system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because definition details for all queues in the 
entire WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

Below there is  an example of  that  workspace,  displaying detailed information for  a remote queue 
definition.

Illustration 19: Workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Detail

• Queue Parameters (Table View)

Each single parameter for the selected queue is displayed.

For a few parameters, additional information is available. The provided link will guide you to the 
required information:

◦ DWMQ Transmission Queue Definition Details

The link will guide to the workspace to the current workspace, displaying the definition 
details of the referenced transmission queue.

◦ DWMQ Initiation Queue Definition Details

The link will guide to the workspace to the current workspace, displaying the definition 
details of the referenced initiation queue.
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• Defined queue objects

In this (single row) table the selected queue definition abstract is displayed

The following thresholds have been set for this table:

• Queue Statistics

In this (single row) table the queue statistics for the selected queue are displayed.

The following thresholds have been applied to this table:

For remote or alias queues, this table remains empty, because these objects have no physical 
implementation.
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4.9 Navigator DWMQ Queue Manager Status Summary
This navigator item presents multiple workspaces to analyze the status of all reporting queue manager. 
There are three workspaces:

Illustration 20: Available Workspaces

These  workspaces  give  a  comprehensive  overview  of  the  queue  manager  and  its  surrounding 
components.

4.9.1 Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Status Summary
The default workspace is displaying status and usage information for all reporting queue managers.

Illustration 21: Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Status Summary

The following four data views are presented:

• DLQ Usage Summary (Bar Chart)

Comparison between the current and the maximum depth of the Dead-Letter queue for all 
reporting queue managers, having messages on the Dead-Letter queue.
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• Problematic Queue Watch Summary (Bar Chart)

Number of queues in problematic status, either with put/get disabled or high depth watermark 
reached. Only queue managers fulfilling this criteria are displayed.

• Queue Manager Application Overview (Bar Chart)

For z/OS queue manager some application usage key metrics are shown.

• Queue Manager Status Summary (Table View)

This  table shows the detailed queue manager status summary.  All  available attributes are 
displayed. To get more insight on a specific queue manager, use the provided links:

◦ DWMQ Queue Manager Parameters

This link will guide to the selected queue manager's parameters on workspace  DWMQ 
Queue Manager Parameters

◦ DWMQ Listener Status

Direct link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Listener Status, limiting the output of 
listener status information to the selected queue manager

◦ DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Status for QMgr …

Displays the Dead-Letter queue status summary for the selected queue manager, using 
the workspace DWMQ Dead Letter Queue Status Summary

◦ DWMQ Error Log Summary for QMgr …

Link to the workspace  DWMQ Error Log Summary,  limiting the output to the selected 
queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Queue Statistics Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  Queue  Statistics  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  Queue  Definition  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Channel Performance Summary for QMgr …

Link to the workspace DWMQ Channel Performance Summary, limiting the output to the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ Channel Definition Summary for QMgr …

Link  to the workspace  DWMQ Channel Definition Summary,  limiting the output to  the 
selected queue manager context.

◦ DWMQ MQSeries Event Summary for QMgr …

Link  to  the  workspace  DWMQ  MQSeries  Event  Summary,  limiting  the  output  to  the 
selected queue manager context.
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◦ DWMQ Linux OS Agent

Link to the root navigator item of the Linux OS agent in the Physical ITM navigator for the 
hosting system.

The following thresholds apply to the table:
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4.9.2 Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Parameters
This workspace should only be used as a link target from another workspace. This workspace displays 
all available parameters for a selected queue manager.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Manager Name) 
will lead to extensive CPU and network usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting system as well as on 
the  entire  ITM  infrastructure,  because  definition  details  for  all  queue  managers  in  the  entire 
WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

The screen shot below shows sample data.

Illustration 22: Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Parameters

The workspace splits up into two table views:

• Queue Manager Parameters

The table presents all available information on the selected queue manager

• Queue Manager Status

This table shows in a single row the detailed queue manager status summary for the selected 
queue manager. 
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The following thresholds apply to the table:

Both tables have no links defined.
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4.9.3 Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Listener Overview
The workspace displays the status of the listeners for all reporting queue managers.

Illustration 23: Workspace DWMQ Queue Manager Listeners Overview

The workspace is made up out of two table views:

• Reporting queue manager (Table View)

This  table shows the status of  all  reporting queue managers.  The following link  has been 
defined:

The link will recursively call this workspace, limiting the listener entries to the selected queue 
manager.
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The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:

• Listener Status

The table shows all existing listener for all reporting queue managers.

The  provided  link  DWMQ  Listener  Process  Watch  will  guide  to  the  process  table  of  the 
operating system agent workspace. This link is more experimental, and is supported on Linux 
systems only at this time.
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4.10Navigator Item Queue Statistics Summary
This navigator item has five workspaces.

The default workspace is named “DWMQ Queue Statistics”. The others are presenting more details on 
a specific queue and the current usage of the object.

4.10.1Workspace DWMQ Queue Statistics
The workspace gives a comprehensive overview of all queues from all reporting queue managers, 
unless a limitation to a specific queue manager and/or queue has been set by linking from another 
workspace.

Illustration 24: Workspace Queue Statistics
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The workspace is a composition out of table views and bar charts:

• Reporting queue manager (Table View)

This  table shows the status of  all  reporting queue managers.  The following link  has been 
defined:

The link will recursively call this workspace again, limiting the queue entries to the selected 
queue manager.

The following thresholds have been defined to the table view:

• Queue Usage with Messages on Queue (Bar Chart)

Current queue depth usage in percent for all queues from all reporting queue managers with 
messages on the queue.

• Queue Opens with Messages on Queue (Bar Chart)

Number of Input and Output Opens per queue from reporting queue managers with messages 
on the queue

• Queue Statistics Summary (Table View)

The  table  reports  detailed  statistic  information  on  all  queues  from  all  reporting  queue 
managers.
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The provided links help to analyze the queue usage and dependencies. The following links are 
defined for this table rows:

◦ DWMQ Queue Status

Link to the queue status workspace DWMQ Queue Status for the selected queue.

◦ DWMQ Channel Using This XmitQ

Displays the channel, which uses the selected transmission queue, in workspace DWMQ 
Channel Performance Summary

◦ DWMQ Queues Using This Queue As Target ….

References the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Summary to display all remote queue 
definitions from all reporting queue managers, which point to the selected queue.

◦ DWMQ Triggered Queue Watch

Link to workspace DWMQ Triggered Queue Watch to display the used initiation queue.

◦ DWMQ Queue Referenced As Initiation Queue By …

Link to the current workspace, limiting the selection of queues according to the queue 
definition, referencing the selected queue as the initiation queue for trigger processing.

◦ DWMQ Queue Messages

Displays the queue content, using the workspace DWMQ Queue Messages

The link availability depends on the queue usage.

All other remaining links are copies from the original product and reference workspaces in the 
product provided Physical View.
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The following thresholds have been applied to this table:
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4.10.2Workspace DWMQ Queue Status
This workspace will report the detailed status of a single queue.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Name and Queue 
Manager Name) will  lead to extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting 
system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because status details for all queues in the entire 
WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

The screen shot below shows a sample for a queue status detail inspection.

Illustration 25: Workspace DWMQ Queue Status

The workspace displays a bunch of different metrics from various attribute groups, which makes it 
relatively resource consuming to display this information. It has six different views:

• Queue Status (Table View)

Displays the detailed status of the selected queue

• Number of Messages (Bar Chart)

Displays the number of messages on the selected queue compared to the max depth and the 
highest dept in interval.

• Number of Opens (Bar Chart)

Number of Input and Output Opens against the selected queue
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• Queue Statistics (Table View)

The table reports detailed statistic information for the queue.

The provided links help to analyze the queue usage and dependencies. The following links are 
defined for this table:

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Details

Link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details for the selected queue.

◦ DWMQ Queue Messages

Displays the queue content, using the workspace DWMQ Queue Messages.

The following thresholds have been applied to this table:

• Queue Handle Status (Table View)

Displays all open handles on the selected queue.
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The  provided  link   will  guide  you  to  the 
process analyze workspace in the Physical Navigation Tree of the corresponding system. The 
link works for Linux platforms only.

The following thresholds have been set:

• Queue Definition Summary (Table View)

Displays the definition summary of the selected queue

The following link is defined for this table:

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Details

Link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details for the selected queue.

The following thresholds have been set for this table:
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4.10.3Workspace DWMQ Triggered Queue Watch
This workspace is displaying informations related to a selected triggered queue.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Name and Queue 
Manager Name) will  lead to extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting 
system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because status details for all queues in the entire 
WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

This workspace should help to identify issues with the trigger configuration for the selected queue.

Illustration 26: Workspace Triggered Queue Watch

The workspace contains four table views:

• Initiation Queue Status

Displays the detailed status of the referenced initiation queue.

• Initiation Queue Handle Status

Displays the queue handles currently open for the referenced initiation queue.

• Queue Statistics

Displays the detailed queue statistics for the selected queue.

• Queue Handle Status

Displays the queue handles currently open for the selected queue.

In each table the initiation queue name is highlighted.
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4.10.4Workspace DWMQ Queue Messages
This workspace is displaying messages from a selected queue.

Warning:
Navigating to this workspace directly, without required context information (Queue Name and Queue 
Manager Name) will  lead to extensive CPU and network  usage on the WebSphere MQ hosting 
system as well as on the entire ITM infrastructure, because messages from all queues in the entire 
WebSphere MQ scope will be gathered, transferred and displayed.

Illustration 27: Workspace DWMQ Queue Messages

The workspace contains four table views:

• Messages On Queue

Displays the current messages on the selected queue. On this level, only a few parameters 
from the message descriptor are displayed. The provided link will guide to message details:

◦ DWMQ Queue Message Details

The message descriptor and the message content will be displayed. Special authorities 
are required for this action.
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• Queue Statistics (Table View)

The table reports detailed statistic information for the queue.

The provided links help to analyze the queue usage and dependencies. The following links are 
defined for this table:

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Details

Link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details for the selected queue.

◦ DWMQ Queue Messages

Displays the queue content, using the workspace DWMQ Queue Messages.

The following thresholds have been applied to this table:
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• Queue Handle Status (Table View)

Displays all active open handles on the selected queue.

The  provided  link   will  guide  you  to  the 
process analyze workspace in the Physical Navigation Tree of the corresponding system. The 
link works for Linux platforms only.

The following thresholds have been set:

• Queue Definition Summary (Table View)

Displays the definition summary of the selected queue

The following link is defined for this table:

◦ DWMQ Queue Definition Details

Link to the workspace DWMQ Queue Definition Details for the selected queue.

The following thresholds have been set for this table:
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4.10.5Workspace DWMQ Queue Message Details
This workspace displays the detailed message header and content. This workspace will only contain 
data , if a single message from the workspace DWMQ Queue Messages has been selected.

Illustration 28: Workspace DWMQ Queue Message Details

The workspace contains two table views:

• Message Descriptor:

The detailed message descriptor with all available attributes

• Message Content

The message content in hexadecimal data and character data representation

Both table frames display message identification data in the header and footer, to make the message 
identification possible.
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5 Queries
All workspaces presented use queries to retrieve data from the agents. To enable the enhanced linking 
features most of the used queries were enhanced with additional parameters.

To make the solution more consistent  and comprehensible all  used queries are self-created.  The 
queries have been inherited from the product provided ones.

5.1 Channel Definitions
The following queries have been added to the query dictionary of ITM for the attribute group channel 
definitions:

• DW Channel Definitions

The query has been inherited from the product provided query Channel Definitions.

The parameter QmgrName has been added as a search argument. This enables querying for 
specific  queue manager without  setting the node. Once a node has been set,  it  can't  be 
changed in sub-sequent searches.

• DW Cluster Queue Manager Channels

The Query has been inherited from Cluster Queue Manager Channels

The parameter QmgrName has been added as a search argument. This enables querying for 
specific  queue manager without  setting the node. Once a node has been set,  it  can't  be 
changed in sub-sequent searches.
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5.2 Channel Statistics
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Channel Performance Query

The query is a copy of the product provided query Channel Performance Query.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ RemoteQMgrName

This  parameter  enables  the  correlation  between  the  destination  and  source  queue 
manager.

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ XmitQ_Name

By using this parameter, the correlation between channels and queues gets possible

5.3 Current Events
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW MQSeries Events

The query is a copy of the product provided query Mqseries Events Query.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.4 Error Log
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Error Log

The query is a copy of the product provided query Error Log.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.

5.5 Listener Status
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Listener Status

The query is a copy of the product provided query Listener Status.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.6 Manager Definition Details
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Manager Parameters

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Manager Parameters.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.7 Managers
The following queries have been added to the query dictionary of ITM for the attribute group channel 
definitions:

• DW Channel Definitions Summary

The query is a copy of the product provided query Channel Definitions Summary.

• DW Cluster Queue Manager

The query is a copy of the product provided query Cluster Queue Manager.

• DW Dead-Letter Queues Summary

The query is a copy of the product provided query Dead-Letter Queues Summary.

• DW Queue Definitions Summary

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Definitions Summary.

• DW Queue Manager Status

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Manager Status.

For all specifications, the similar changes have been applied:

• QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific queue manager without setting the node. Once a 
node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

• HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.8 Message Data
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Message Content

The query is a copy of the product provided query Message Content.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.

5.9 Message Details
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Message Descriptor

The query is a copy of the product provided query Message Descriptor.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.10Message Summary
The following queries have been added to the query dictionary of ITM for the attribute group channel 
definitions:

• DW Dead-Letter Queue Messages

The query is a copy of the product provided query Dead-Letter Queue Messages.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.

• DW Queue Messages

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Messages.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.11Queue Definition Details
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Parameters

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Parameters.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QmgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ Cluster

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific cluster.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.12Queue Definitions
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Definitions

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Definitions.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ RemoteQMgr

This  parameter  enables  the  backward  linking  to  a  remote  queue  definition,  using  a 
selected target queue.

◦ TargetQueue

This  parameter  enables  the  backward  linking  to  a  remote  queue  definition,  using  a 
selected target queue.

◦ QMgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ Cluster

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific cluster.

◦ ClusterNameList

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific cluster group.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.13Queue Handle Status
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Handle Status

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Handle Status.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ RemoteQMgr

This  parameter  enables  the  backward  linking  to  a  remote  queue  definition,  using  a 
selected target queue.

◦ TargetQueue

This  parameter  enables  the  backward  linking  to  a  remote  queue  definition,  using  a 
selected target queue.

◦ QMgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ Cluster

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific cluster.

◦ ClusterNameList

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific cluster group.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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5.14Queue Statistics
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Statistics

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Statistics.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ ProcessName

This parameter enables the linking from a selected process (for future use – not supported 
yet).

◦ InitQName

This parameter enables the backward linking to a queue, using a selected target queue as 
its initiation queue within the trigger processing.

◦ QMgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.

5.15Queue Status
For this attribute group only one query has been added:

• DW Queue Status

The query is a copy of the product provided query Queue Status.

The following parameters have been added to the specification:

◦ QMgrName

This parameter enables querying for specific  queue manager without setting the node. 
Once a node has been set, it can't be changed in sub-sequent searches.

◦ HostName

By using this parameter, the result may be limited to one specific host.
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6 ITM V6.2 Navigator Package Usage

6.1 Package Content – Delivered Files
● File ITMNavigator_V1.0.tar.gz

This file contains a single XML file for import into the TEPS.

6.2 Implementing the Navigator
The situation advices have to be placed on the Tivoli Enterprise Portal Server (TEPS) system.

6.2.1 Prerequisites
The development of that solution ITM Software has been performed on ITM V6.2.1 IF 2. ITM version 
6.2.1 or above is required.

To have situations attached to the new navigator, please implement the OPAL solution “OMEGAMON 
XE for Messaging, ITM Sample Situation Package”prior to implementing this solution.  The sample 
situation package can be found at the following URL:

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/brandcatalog/portal/opal/details?catalog.label=1TW10OM1E

These sample situations are optional. 

6.2.2 Loading the Navigator
The provided compressed tar file contains a single XML file. Extract this file to a directory of your 
choice on the TEPS system.

Loading the new navigator:

• On Unix/Linux/Windows:

◦ Login to TEPS, where the new navigator should get visible using the command  tacmd 
login

◦ Execute the command tacmd importnavigator with the required parameters.

Example:

tacmd importnavigator -x ITMNavigator_V1.0.xml -u itmuser -p "secret_password" 
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